VH gene expression in CD5 positive and CD5 negative B cell chronic lymphoid malignancies.
In this review, we report analyses of VH genes in mature B cell malignancies generally or occasionally bearing CD5 antigen such as B CLL, MCL, SLVL and PLL. In the majority of cases, B CLL and MCL use VH genes in germline configuration. However in some cases a higher rate of random mutations is observed. These differences are not related to CD5 expression but are accounted by Ig phenotype, since less mutations are observed in CLL cases expressing membrane mu delta, when compared to forms exclusively expressing membrane mu. PLL and SLVL cases display mutated V genes independently of CD5 expression. Although there is some evidence that CD5+ B cells constitute a separate lineage, the possibility that CD5 constitutes an activation marker cannot be ruled out. Indeed, CD5- B cells can be induced to differentiate into CD5+ B cells and VH gene analyses showed no significative differences between CD5+ and CD5- B cell lymphoproliferative disorders. In this review we have tried to examine B cell chronic malignancies on the basis of phenotype and VH gene usage. Thus we propose a tentative classification where these disorders are allocated according to these characteristics.